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Viewsonic VB-PEN-009 stylus pen 16.5 g Black

Brand : Viewsonic Product code: VB-PEN-009

Product name : VB-PEN-009

Passive Stylus for ViewBoard

Viewsonic VB-PEN-009 stylus pen 16.5 g Black:

The Viewsonic VB-PEN-009 is a passive stylus with a sleek and compact design offering an ultra-smooth
handwriting experience. It‘s the perfect accessory that's compatible with the ViewBoard, allowing you to
intuitively draw, write, or annotate on any supported app, especially on myViewBoard.

Transform Your Writing on the ViewBoard
VB-Pen-009 stylus comes equipped with a dual tip what makes switching styles effortless while
enhancing the overall writing experience.
Viewsonic VB-PEN-009. Device compatibility: Interactive display, Brand compatibility: Viewsonic, Product
colour: Black. Weight: 16.5 g. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s), Package width: 190 mm, Package depth: 65
mm

Features

Device compatibility * Interactive display
Brand compatibility * Viewsonic
Compatibility ViewBoard
Product colour * Black
Tip colour Black
Applicability Universal

Weight & dimensions

Weight 16.5 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 190 mm
Package depth 65 mm
Package height 12 mm
Package weight 33 g

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 40 °C
Operating relative humidity (H-H) 10 - 90%
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